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Pre Heating Season Heat Pump Checks V2
While there are no real maintenance requirements for a Kensa ground source heat pump, it is
wise to run some pre-heating season checks to ensure everything is running smoothly. These are
minor checks and can easily be carried by the owner of the system.
1. Remove Front Cover. Use a 3mm Allan key to remove the 4 screws (2 each side). Depending
on the space around the heat pump, you may also want to remove the lower side panel (again
using a 3mm Allan key) or lift the top cover (by removing the 4 Allan screws and lifting). If you
have to completely remove the top cover, then unplug the cable to the remote display.
2. Turn the heat pump off internally. Turn the compressor(s) off using the 25/32 Amp MCB(s)
and turn the controls off using the 4 Amp MCB(s).
3. Check fluid pressure. Both the ground side and the heating side pressures should read higher
than 1.8 Bar. You can top up the ground pressure side using the built-in filling valve which is on
the right hand side towards the back or underneath the heat pump. The heating fluid pressure
will be topped up by whatever system the original installer used. Typically there will be a filling
loop somewhere near the expansion vessel.
4. Bleed air. Two bleed ports are built into the heat pump – one for the ground side and one for
the heating. The bleed ports are located at the highest point which means they are often easier
to access if you remove or lift up the top cover (see above). Unscrew the cap (finger tight) and
then depress the Schrader valve using a small screwdriver until the fluid runs air free. Be ready to
catch the fluid in a container to prevent it flowing over the heat pump. Also bleed the heating
side using any valves that may have been installed by the original plumber (e.g. radiator valves,
under-floor heating valve or air vents at high points in the pipe-work). You may need to top the
pressure up again (see above) once the system has been bled.
5. Check pumps. Undo the large plug on the front of the heating-side water pump (using a
container underneath to catch any fluid that may dribble out). Spin the pump using a smaller
screwdriver to make sure it rotates freely. Turn the heating system on (using the heating system
timer and/or thermostats) and turn on the 4 Amp MCB(s). The display should light up and the
heating system pump should start running. Check the motor shaft is actually spinning. Replace
the plug back into the front of the pump and repeat the process for the ground side pump. Note:
the ground side pump switches on a few seconds after the 4 Amp MCB(s) have been turned on –
you can often hear a small “clunk” as the contactor engages. You may need to bleed air and/or
top up the system pressures again after checking the pump operation.
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6. Test anti-freeze. When the system was installed, the antifreeze concentration should have
been checked, but if that wasn’t done or if large amounts of mains water have been added into
the system since installation ,the antifreeze may not have enough concentration. If you suspect
this then you should check the concentration. Take a sample using the ground side Schrader
valve and test with a refractometer to ensure the system is protected down to -10oC or lower. If
you do not have a refractometer then we will be happy to test your anti-freeze sample and can
provide sample tubes on request.
7. Run compressor. Once you confirm that the system has enough pressure, is air free and the
pumps run correctly, turn the 25/32 Amp compressor MCB(s) on to run the compressor(s).
8. Check B readings. B02 is the temperature of the flow from the ground to the heat pump, B03
is the temperature of the return from the heat pump to the ground. There should be a difference
of 5-7oC between B02 and B03 and the difference should not be higher than 10 oC. Both
temperatures should stabilise after around a few minutes of running. If B03 continues to drop it
indicates that there is no or very little flow through the ground side. This will need investigating
and correcting for the heat pump to operate correctly.
9. Re-assemble unit. Check that the pump front plugs and the Schrader valve covers are
replaced. Fit the top cover first (replacing the cable to the remote display if it was removed) and
replace 3mm Allan screws. Then fit the side cover and finally the front cover.
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